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The Model Railroad Layout at the Coos County
Fair Museum in Myrtle Point, Oregon, a 100%
NMRA member organization, builds, maintains,
and operates an HO scale layout at the Coos County
Fairgrounds. On behalf of the group, Christopher
Jones sought a grant from First Division to upgrade
their Digitrak Empire Builder DCC system to a
Digitrak Super Chief system.
Grants were awarded to the Umpqua Valley
Model Railroad Club and the Model Railroad
Layout at the Coos County Fairgrounds Museum.
Subsequent communication from Mr. Jones relates
that the system was purchased and installed, and
works very well.

April 12 Mini-Meet in Roseburg

N

ick Lehrbach and his crew are planning
the First Division spring mini-meet on
Saturday, April 12, at the Douglas Country
Library, 1409 NE Diamond Lake Blvd., Roseburg.
The mini-meet program will include clinics, our
favorite model contests, door prizes, and local
layout open houses. Members who plan to bring
models for AP evaluations are reminded to contact
AP Director Glenn Edmison in advance, so he can
arrange for evaluators.
First Division members are encouraged to bring
model railroader friends to the mini-meet; we hope
to recruit new NMRA members.
Members who wish to partake of the NMRA
Achievement Program (AP) are invited to print out
the Golden Spike requirements, found at
http://www.nmra.org/education/
achievement/apforms.html, complete the
requirements and have another NMRA member in
good standing certify satisfactory completion.
Then, mail the form to Superintendent Rich Pitter,
who will forward it to our AP Director, Glenn
Edmison.
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Favorite Model Contest

hristopher Jones handles the First Division
favorite model contest. He encourages
members who model in all scales to bring
models to mini-meets and to enter them

LATE NEWS ITEM:
Position of NMRA AP Department

T

he use of FastTracks or similar track jigs
and fixtures to prepare turnout parts is
considered scratchbuilt, as jig and fixtures
are tools and the modeler has to do the fabrication
and forming of the parts from basic materials (rail).
If anyone suggests otherwise, he is mistaken. They
(track jigs and fixtures) are tools and do nothing
other than to help with alignment and cut lines.
Should AP disallow use of track jigs, this logic
would disallow cuts in wood by a miter box or an
NWSL Chopper.

2013 Tunnel Grants

he First Division Board of Directors met in
Corvallis to determine how to award
available Tunnel Grant Funds. Three grant
applications were received. One application was
found to be submitted by a model railroad group
with no current NMRA members, and was set aside.
The Umpqua Valley Model Railroad Club,
successor of the Umpqua Model Railroaders,
operates a Free-Mo style modular layout at a ocal
mall and the Douglas County Fair, for education,
entertainment, and recruitment. On behalf of the
group, Keith Van Atta sought a grant from First
Division to assist with the cost of filing with the IRS
for 501(c)(3) non-profit status.

T

Brakeman’s Rag

he next issue of First Division’s Brakeman’s
Rag will have a different look but will
continue to provide articles and information
on division business and upcoming mini-meets and
events. Deadline for content is February 20, 2014.
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Corvallis Mini-Meet
October 5, 2013

G

ene Nevelle and the Corvallis Society of
Model Engineers (CSME) hosted the First
Division fall mini-meet at the Prince of
Peace Community Church in Adair Village, just a
short jog from the CSME offices. CSME assisted
admirably, providing coffee and pastries for
attendees and offering to pick up lunches for people
who wished to attend the Board of Director’s
meeting at CSME offices.
Audio-Visual support was provided by Ed
Schaenzer, who provided his desk-top camera and
wide-screen TV so everyone in the room could see
details of what the clinicians were demonstrating.
Charlie Lange was invited by Rich Pitter to set up
his computer projector for PowerPoint
presentations.
Rich Pitter, the new Superintendent, introduced
the newly elected First Division Board of Directors:
Elaine Crueger, Glenn Edmison, Dirk
Kruysman, Nick Lehrbach, Bruce McGarvey,
and Gene Neville. Several officers are continuing
their service to First Division. Dirk Kruysman is
Paymaster, Nick Lehrbach is Chief Clerk, Glenn
Edmison is AP Director, Ed Schaenzer is A/V
Director, and Christopher Jones is Favorite Model
Director. Rich Pitter also serves as Editor and
Education Director. Rich also briefly described the
initiatives he is interested in pursuing for First
Division. He urges members to bring modeler
friends to mini-meets and to encourage them to join
NMRA. He will seek to develop closer associations
between local model train clubs and First Division
by offering free announcements in the Brakeman’s
Rag and, in turn, encouraging clubs to welcome
NMRA members at their meetings. He also
encourages members to help youth to get started in
model railroading.
Ken Olson presented a demonstration of how to
use inexpensive microprocessors to control layout
lighting and animation. His demonstration module,
the N scale Dawson’s Station, is based on the HullOakes Sawmill in Dawson, Oregon. It can be
viewed online at www.dawsonstation.blogspot.com.

Ken Olsen explains how he controls lighting and animation
on his Dawson Station N scale demonstration module.

Larry Vogt presented a slide show on the Valley
and Siletz Railroad, a 40-mile long railroad that
operated in Polk and Benton Counties.

Larry Vogt talking about the Valley and Siletz Railroad

Charlie Comstock, the Superintendent of
PNR’s Second Division, presented an in-depth
study of taking layout photos the way professionals
do. In an era when we can pull out a cell phone and
snap photos of layouts without regard to film
developing costs, he shows us how photography
professionals and model railroad magazines look at
layout photographs in their quests for perfection.
He described light balance and focus throughout
the depth of a model scene and offered suggestions
on software and layout lighting for modelers.
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Charlie Comstock talked about layout photography beyond
snapshots.

Our AP Director, Glenn Edmison, presented the
evaluation matrices that are used to determine
whether rolling stock or structure models meet the
standards for AP awards. For those of us who
previously thought that model evaluation was
subject to the whims of the evaluator, this was an
eye-opener.
The Favorite Model Contest contained some
excellent models. Nick Lehrbach won the favorite
Locomotive award for his HOn3 Class A Climax.
He also won the favorite Rolling Stock award for his
HO scale chip car. Bruce McGarvey won the
favorite Structure award for his water tower. The
overall favorite model was awarded to Nick
Lehrbach for his HOn3 Class A Climax.
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My Initiatives for First Division
By Rich Pitter, Superintendent

A

t the Corvallis Mini-Meet, I talked
about some initiatives that I am
pursuing on behalf of First
Division. It is easy for members to resist
new initiatives, but if we don’t to these
things, I want to hear your ideas of what we
should do.
Our membership has been slowly
declining and every year a few members
pass on and a few others let membership
lapse. In recent years, First Division has not
actively attempted to recruit new members.
We have no Membership Chair, but if each
of us acts as a special ambassador, then we
can maintain a healthy membership level in
our division.
I’m concerned that our active
membership, people who attend minimeets, is slowly declining. I would like to
do things to encourage more model
railroaders within the division’s boundaries
to join NMRA and to encourage more
members to become active in the division.
Each of us is aging, and beyond some
age, we are less apt to drive an hour or more
to a mini-meet. What can we do to help our
older members? I would like to work
through local model railroad groups so most
of those members can attend meetings and
events close to them. Most groups don’t
advertise outside their own members, but if
our newsletter grants free announcements to
model railroad groups, would the those
groups let NMRA members attend those
meetings and events as guests? I would
hope that the guests make friends and that
some would join the club, and that some club
members would join NMRA. It’s my hope;
let’s try it and see. Clubs may contact me at
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richpitter@aol.com to discuss details.
What can we do to inspire and enable
young people, including high-schoolers, to
become active in the hobby? I think this
starts with persons volunteering locally, and
I encourage members to contact high
schools and youth groups to see if there is an
interest in building and operating a scale
model railroad. If so, contact me and we’ll
ask our members to donate track, locos,
power packs, etc., to help those groups get
started. Anyone who becomes involved
with youth, please contact me and we’ll
announce this opportunity to members.
I encourage members to attend minimeets when possible. The most rewarding
part of belonging to the NMRA can be the
division program, where members share
friendships and help one another. You are
encouraged to car pool and to bring friends
to mini-meets. Consider inviting older
members, and non-NMRA modelers. Some
members already do that. Get name tags on
your friends and introduce them to members
and officers. Mini-meet attendance is free,
although we encourage non-NMRA
members to consider signing up for a Rail
Pass. At $9.95, this 6-month membership is
a great opportunity to experience the
benefits of NMRA.
Members are invited to give clinics and
to recommend others as clinicians. As you
may have noticed, we recruit clinicians from
outside First Division and who are not
NMRA members. We are planning to put
some wrinkles in mini-meets to hopefully
make them more interesting. More on this
soon.
So, that’s it: clubs, youth, and car pools.
Talk it up and contact me if you have other
ideas.
Thank you.

suggest. Let's get started.
For a plan, stick with a shelf style
industrial switching layout. Operation is
enhanced by selecting an industry that
requires multiple car spots.
Pick up an 8’ long 1x10 pine board. Mount
this on the wall shelf style. For front trim
strip, pick up some wooden floor molding and
tack it to the front of the shelf with panel board
nails. Paint it semi-gloss dark olive. For this
project, skip any form of scenery surface. No
foam base. No cork roadbed. Paint the
surface of the shelf your soil color. You want a
pale, muddy, light gray. Delta Ceramcoat
Mudstone is a good color. A.C. Moore has it.
If not, use something similar.
For track, use Micro Engineering code 70
flextrack and turnouts. Paint the track
Rustoleum Brown Camouflage. After
painting, lay the track directly on the painted
wood shelf surface. Secure it with a few drops
of white glue spaced six inches apart. Hook
up your power pack.
For now, skip ballast and soil. For grass,
use Heki 1576 Pasture Green Wildgrass grass
fiber. Don't glue the grass down. Stretch it
out, rip off patches and pat it loosely in place.
Get some Jefferson Street Radical flats
from King Mill and place them along the back
of the layout as your industry.
All done! You'll be surprised how good
this looks. At this point you can say that you
have a layout, and a great looking one at that.

No Skills? No Problem!
Have a Great Layout by New Years
By Lance Meinheim
http://www.lancemindheim.com/2012_blogs.htm

I

am a strong believer in is finding ways to
get armchair model railroaders in the
game. Small, easy to build, layouts are a
practical way of doing so.
I believe that increased quality of life
comes from creating something by hand.
While buying stuff may give a short term high,
it quickly wears off. The satisfaction that
comes from creating something, however, is
long-lasting and therapeutic. If you don't have
a layout, you owe it to yourself to find a way to
do so. Small, simple, it doesn't matter and is
probably best for a first go around.
If you find small layouts satisfying, why
don't you build one? You may not know how
to go about it. I'm going to address the skill
issue here. No skills? No problem. You can
still have a decent looking layout and if you
follow along could have one by the New Year.
In model railroading we can compensate
for entry level skills by careful selection of
materials and color. Follow along and I'll
show you how to have a surprisingly sharp
looking layout in a few weekends. As I go
through this I want to emphasize that, since
the ultimate appearance is driven by material
and color selection, it is important that you use
the items I mention. No substituting! No
freelancing! Use the colors and materials I
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A Fantasy Camp for Model Structure Building:
Fine Scale Railroader Expo 2013
November 6-9, 2013. Pittsfield, MA
By Rich Pitter

M

ost model railroaders enjoy running
trains and watching trains run, especially
if they run through various scenic areas.
I'm building a layout to capture the heart and soul of
Western mining and timber operations. I like to see
trains shunting cars to and from industrial sidings. I
also enjoy building HO scale model structures. I've
erected Campbells models, DPM kits and, more
recently, wood laser-cut kits. The “craftsman” kits
I've built have been the easier Bar Mills Models kits.
I've built a few structures from scratch, too. At a
train show last year, I purchased an unopened
Micro-Scale Models Bowers' Brewery kit. Its
appearance fits the time and place of my railroad.
After making the expensive purchase, my fears
arose: what happens if I make a mistake? I thought I
should learn more about erecting craftsman kits
before I start.
I signed up for the Fine Scale Railroader Expo
(“the Expo”), as enthusiastic as a baseball fan who
attends a fantasy camp. The fan gets to wear a
uniform, swing a bat, play catch, and talk with real
major leaguers. At the Expo I attended some
“platinum workshops” and several “silver clinics,”
talked with big-league model builders, and attended
a show that consisted principally of craftsman kit
manufacturers. The Expo was billed as “The only
show dedicated to the art of scale model structure
building.”

Jon Addison's model shanty that workshop
participants built. In addition to the pastel paper
siding, there are metal castings, a laser-cut front
porch, plastic door and window castings, and a
spray-painted newspaper tar paper roof.
The 2013 Expo was held in Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, just a few blocks from the Amtrak
station. I flew to Albany, New York and boarded
Amtrak at the Albany-Renssaeler station.
In one workshop, Jon Addison, the clinician, led
us on a project that used pastel paper to build a small
shanty. After I signed up, I received emails asking
me to bring tools, oil and acrylic paints, and mineral
spirits. Since I traveled by air, I couldn't bring
mineral spirits, but I visited an art store and
purchased supplies to make sure I covered all the
bases. It was lucky that I did; we worked at tables of
three and I was the only one at my table who brought
paint. The process of painting the pastel paper was
new to me, and although it is a multi-step process,
Jon explained the theory behind it so that I gained
confidence to make clapboard siding to suit the
purpose of any structure I build. I've sliced paper
(manila folder material) to make clapboard siding
before, and I even hosted a workshop on it, so this
workshop provided me with a different, method for
building “home-spun” clapboard siding structures.
The effect I achieved was good, and the drybrushing techniques I learned will improve my
modeling ability .
In a workshop by Bill Sartore, I learned about
theory and application of LED lighting for layout
structures. For this workshop, I brought closing
tweezers, needle nose pliers, a soldering iron, and

Jon Addison's Pastel Paper workshop at the Expo.
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own their own structure kit companies. The clinics
demonstrated a wide variety of construction,
finishing, and weathering techniques. Unlike the
workshops, there was no hands-on participation.
Still, the clinicians passed around samples that
showed what they were talking about. It's always
good to be able to hold the sample and examine it.
One clinician, Jack Ellis of Bar Mills Scale Models,
passed out CD's that had word processing files (with
pictures) that illustrated his techniques.
The vendor area was open for two days.
Vendors had freebies that they passed out to
attendees.
Some were castings from their
craftsman kits; others were laser-cut details from
their kits. How often do you attend a vendor area
consisting principally of craftsman kit producers?
For me it was fun because the vendors often had
built-up models of their kits. The built-up models
gave me a much better idea of size and appearance
than photos.
The model contest at the Expo was an
experience to behold! Here, craftsman pitted their
skills and wits in a variety of categories. The 2” x 2”
category might favor smaller scales, but first prize
was taken by a well-executed O scale scene. Other
categories included 8” x 8”, 18” x 18”, diorama,
marine, and structure. All the models were
excellent and the builders are craftsmen with skills
beyond mine, but I studied the finishes, weathering,
signs, and details, and realized that I had learned
most of the techniques that these craftsmen had
mastered. It's only a matter of practice, practice,
practice!
When I next travel to an expo or convention and
plan to stay at least one night in a hotel, I will
endeavor to bring along a friend. Most hotels
charge by the room, not the number of guests, so
two can stay for the price of one. It helps to have a
buddy for company at meals. If you and your
buddy attend different workshops, you can share
thoughts afterwards.
In three days, I learned dozens of neat
techniques and tips, and I was reminded of even
more model-building tips that I already knew about,
but had forgotten. Yes, this Expo was a successful
fantasy camp for me. I plan on attending future
Expos.

My work on the shanty during the hour workshop.
some solder. I couldn't find my Opti-Visor, so I did
without it. Even so, this meant more stuff to haul
aboard the aircraft. The neat part of this workshop
was building a lighting circuit consisting of a small
micro-LED.
I soldered the LED onto the
patchwork copper circuit and the two guys at my
table asked me to solder theirs, too. The microLED has almost microscopic nubs for the anode and
cathode.
Fortunately, my soldering yielded
working circuits. The great thing I learned in this
workshop was how to build parallel circuits of two
or three LEDs. Current limiters, an IC device that I
hadn't heard about previously, enable a 12-volt
battery to power three or four parallel circuits of
LEDs. As I build structures for my layout, now I
can plan interior and exterior lighting circuits.
The Expo's clinics were led by workshop
clinicians or by craftsman modelers, some of whom

My micro-LED circuit built at Bill Sartore's
Lighting workshop at the Expo.
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would fit into a small space on the layout. Some
railroads publish detailed specifications for team
tracks but my small regional carrier does not.
Browsing back issues of model magazines, I
found a design that would fit the scene that I had in
mind. It is smaller than the mockup and employs a
loading ramp located at one end. I didn't replicate
the design but borrowed as much as I needed to fit
my layout location and be structurally sound.
My plan was to use as much from my scrap box
as possible. I also wanted the supporting framework
to have enough detail to make the dock interesting. I
didn't make a drawing or plan, but just started
building. As you can see, the design is a simple one
but if built at a 1:1 scale it would be substantial. The
timbers are a bit oversized at an HO scale of 12” x
12” but that is what I had in my scrap box. The ramp
was “eyeballed” and the pieces cut to accommodate
the location in the scene.

INTERCHANGE TRACK
Building a Simple Loading Dock
By Alan Ashton, PNR 5th Division

H

ere is a two-day project that produces a
low-cost loading dock that can be used on
nearly any layout. Team tracks are a great
addition to your layout because they can be serviced
by rolling stock such as box cars amd flat cars. A
team track is a small railroad siding or spur track
intended for the use of area merchants,
manufacturers, farmers and other small businesses
to personally load and unload products and
merchandise, usually in smaller quantities. The
term "team" refers to the teams of horses or oxen
delivering wagon-loads of freight transferred to or
from railway cars. Team tracks may be owned by
the railroad company or by customers served by the
railroad, or by industrial parks or freight terminals
that encompass many customers. Loading docks are
common on team tracks.
To build this model I used: Basswood timbers
for your scale (10x10 or 12x12) and cross bracing
material (2x6 or 2x8); cardboard (I use the backing
from paper tablets); a tool for cutting the wood (I
used an electric chop saw from Harbor Freight); an
X-Acto knife; a utility knife (for scoring the
cardboard); carpenters' glue; a solvent to seal the
wood, and; some artists' pastels for weathering.
I first built a cardboard mockup and tested the
size and configuration for my dock but didn't like
either. My plan wasn't to model a prototype but to
borrow ideas and put together my own dock that

A gravel lead to the ramp would be interesting
so I left suitable space to fill. The dock's wooden
deck was made from cardboard that I scored with a
utility knife to represent individual boards. This is a
fast, easy and inexpensive way to make decking. I
prefer a utility knife over an X-Acto knife because
the latter has a tendency to cut all the way through
the cardboard. I keep a utility knife with a dull blade
for scoring.
The dock and ramp flooring were sealed with
“dirty paint thinner” and the weathering was done
with artists' pastels. With a few added details such as
a makeshift ladder and a safety barrier at the
approach end of the ramp, I have a useful structure.
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Continued next page.

Time to build: about three hours (excluding time for
glue to dry). The total cost: About $2.00.
Alan Ashton is the Editor of The Goat, the
newsletter of the Fifth Division PNR NMRA.

INTERCHANGE TRACK
Crossing Flashers in White City
By Ron Harten, Editor of The Passing Track,
Newsletter of the Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club

T

he redesign of parts of White City has
created the need for several sets of signaled
crossings to support switching operations.
These crossings do not require gates, signal flashing
units are sufficient. Since these signals will cover
industrial tracks, conventional crossing signal
control boards with four optical sensors will not
work properly. What is needed is a circuit which the
operator uses to turn on the signals when the
switching operation begins. The club members did
not want to have to turn off the flashers manually.
Some form of timer was needed to keep the signals
going for a fixed period of time. The circuit
contains 3 elements: An oscillator which provides
the ½ second flash rate, signal driver section which
provides the current to drive the LEDs in the
signals, and a timer circuit which turns on the circuit
for 40 seconds and then shuts it off. The signals are
activated by a push button on the fascia. Please note
this circuit does not use the common anode or
common cathode wiring setup for the signals. This
is not an issue if you assemble your own or use the
kits from Oregon Rail. The chips are LM555 IC's.
The circuit elements are based on circuits found on
the internet www.discovercircuits.com ,
home.cogeco.ca and IC Timer Cookbook, by W.
Jung, SAMS .
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Model Train Shows and Events
2014
Jan 22-26 36th WCMRC Annual Train Show, Valley River Center, Eugene. Info: Lee Temple:
ttandt@ram-mail.com.
Feb 1 SP&S Railroad Historical Society Swap Meet, Holiday Inn Conference Center, 8439 Columbia
Ave., Portland. 9:30 - 2:30. Info: Jerry Pickell: 360-735-0516.
Feb 22-23 WCMRC layout show at Fourth Annual Oregon Logging Conference, Lane County
Fairgrounds, Eugene. Info: Lee Temple: ttandt@ram-mail.com.
Mar 15 Willamette Model Railroad Club Swap Meet, 10000 NE 33rd Dr., Portland. Info: Rich
Andrews: drdrews1@frontier.comor wmrswapmeet@yahoo.com.
Apr 5-6 26th Annual WCMRC Swap Meet, Lane Events Center, Fairgrounds, Eugene. Info: Lee
Temple: ttandt@ram-mail.com.
April 12 First Division PNR Mini-Meet, Douglas County Library, 1409 NE Diamond Lake Blvd.,
Roseburg.
June 14 First Division PNR Mini-Meet, Eugene. More info will be posted at http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/
when available.
Jun 18-21 PNR Annual Convention, La Quinta Inn, Tacoma, WA. Info:- www.PNR2014.com or contact
Russ Segner, russseg@gmail.com, (425) 228-7327.
July Fourth appearance of WCMRC at Lane County Fair. Fairgrounds, Eugene. Info: Lee Temple:
ttandt@ram-mail.com.
October First Division PNR Mini-Meet, Eugene. More info will be posted at http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/
when available.
2015
Aug 23-29, 2015 2015 NMRA National Convention, Portland, Oregon. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel,
Portland. More info at http://www.nmra2015portland.org/
Aug 28 - 30, 2015 - National Train Show, held in conjunction with the national convention, at the
Portland Expo Center.
For advertisements in the Brakeman’s Rag, contact Rich Pitter.
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The Brakeman’s Rag is the newsletter of First
Division, Pacific Northwest Region, National
Model Railroader Association. The newsletter is
published quarterly. All NMRA members residing
within the counties of Benton, Coos, Crook,
Deschutes, Douglas, Jackson, Josephine, Klamath,
Lane, Lincoln, and Linn in Oregon are considered
to be First Division members. First Division has no
dues. The Brakeman’s Rag is transmitted by email
and posted on our web page. Members who do not
have email service will receive the newsletter by
U.S. Mail with black and white photos.
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